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Core values of NQT Education tutors
NQT Education believes that in order for tutors to be most effective in the classroom when they display and strive
to meet the following three values:

1. Professionalism
2. Focus on individuals
3. Team work
CORE VALUE 1: PROFESSIONALISM
NQT Education believes that in order to be a successful tutor, you must be professional in
your appearance as well as in your attitude and behaviour.
Professionalism in appearance
NQT Education firmly believes in the importance in projecting the right image when tutors represent our
company. Many students refer to their tutors as their “weekend teachers” and as such, you need to ensure you are
dressed professionally at all times. A comprehensive list of what is acceptable and unacceptable dress is on page 6
of this handbook. However, the image below may also help:
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Professionalism in behaviour / attitude
NQT Education also believes that the students will not only learn what you teach them in the classroom, but also
by the behaviour modelled by you.
In addition to exercising a duty of care in the classroom you teach in, you are also to exercise this duty of care
during all times students are OUTSIDE the classroom, for example, during break and dismissal times.

As professional tutors, WE expect YOU to:
1.

Be punctual: you must be at your branch a minimum of 15 minutes before your first class commences. If
you’re running late, you must notify by either call or text to your Teaching Manager or Centre Supervisor.

2.

Supervise students (regardless of whether they are yours or not) during break and dismissal times:
Tutors at some branches are assigned yard duty supervision and this must be adhered to (you must check
your weekly roster to see if you are rostered on yard duty). You are expected to admonish any student
who misbehaves or acts in a dangerous manner during break time or dismissal times. If necessary, this
must be followed up with a Teaching Manager (if on site), Centre Supervisor and / or the student’s tutor.

3. Not consider student break time as your own break time: while it is acceptable to socialise and have a
chat with your fellow tutors, be aware students can hear and see what you are doing and saying, therefore
you need to ensure that you use appropriate language and actions at all times.
4. Explain to the class any use of technology in the classroom: whilst it is acceptable to use your own
tablets (at your own expense as NQT Education does not provide shared wifi) to read the solutions and /
or lesson plans from, we expect you to explain to the class the purposes of technology use as we do not
allow students to use their phones, tablets or mp3 players/iPods during class time AT ALL.

FOCUS ON INDIVIDUALS
NQT Education firmly believes that even though our model of lesson delivery takes place
in a group, classroom settling, every student has the right to be treated as an individual
by a tutor who knows them well and strives to help them reach their personal best.
As professional tutors, WE expect YOU to:
1.

Keep track of student progress: it is absolutely essential that all methods of student tracking and
reporting are accurately and consistently adhered to on weekly basis. This reporting is checked by Senior
Management, Centre Supervisors, parents and other tutors. (More information about student tracking and
reporting on pp. 19 – 20 of this handbook).

2.

Be prepared with additional or supplementary work: if you identify students who finish their work
consistently ahead of their peers in Maths and / or English and you feel they could do with a challenge, be
prepared and bring additional work (either print copies for your students or one copy for the class to
write on the whiteboard). Feel free to also email requests for extra work directly to your Teaching
Manager with clearly what you need and they will do their best to fulfil your requests in a timely fashion.

3.

Welcome new students: students join NQT Education classes at all stages of the year and their first class
can be a very nerve wracking experience. Do what you can to make them feel comfortable, e.g. seat them
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4.

next to a student whom can buddy along with them for the day and orient them to the environment; have
a one to one chat when you get the first opportunity, etc.
Approach your Teaching Manager or fellow tutors for advice or tips: if you have concerns about
individual students, you are more than encouraged to speak with your Teaching Manager to bounce ideas
off and they will be more than happy to assist in any issues raised. Also, please feel free to discuss any
concerns or issues you are experiencing with your fellow tutors or the Centre Supervisor. Everyone is here
to assist you.

TEAMWORK
NQT Education firmly believes that tutors can develop into effective tutors when they
work in the context of a positive team environment, with the support and assistance of
their colleagues and management.
As professional tutors, WE expect YOU to:
1.

Take part in an informal mentoring program with a current, experienced tutor: during your probation
period (and beyond, if you choose) your Teaching Manager will partner you with a current tutor who you can
speak with for advice on any area of your tutoring duties. The benefit of having a tutor mentor is that he/she
may have current experience teaching your current students; can advise you in regards to classroom
management strategies, etc. Once you are an experienced tutor yourself, we expect you to reciprocate and
assist other new tutors.

2.

Help out your fellow tutors where you can: wherever possible, you should try and assist other tutors.
Examples could be: helping tutors at break time to supervise all students; agree to substitute for tutors when
asked, etc.

3.

Assist your Centre Supervisor: there are times throughout the term when your Centre Supervisor is busy and
would benefit from the assistance of all team members. This could include escorting new students to their
classrooms; making sure all NQT Education equipment and materials are returned; all classrooms are clean
and secured after dismissal, etc.
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FULL NQT EDUCATION CODE OF CONDUCT
All tutors are expected to adhere to this policy while employed with NQT Education:
1. Punctuality and attendance
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

Your working day will be from 9am – 5pm.
You must arrive at least 30 minutes prior to lesson start.
Morning lessons commence at 9:30am (or 9:45am at Keilor Downs College on Saturdays) and afternoon lessons
commence at 1:30pm (or 1:45pm at Keilor Downs College on Saturdays). For those working full days, there is a
lunch break of approximately an hour.
If you know you will be absent (due to illness or an important appointment) you must notify your centre
supervisor/manager as soon as you can. Allow sufficient time for a replacement tutor.
However, tutors will, on receiving reasonable notice, may be required to work additional or lesser hours and/or
hours outside of the normal hours of work.
You will have one main place of work. However, NQT EDUCATION may also from time to time require you to work
at other locations as is reasonably necessary. NQT EDUCATION will inform you reasonably in advance of your being
required to work at other locations.

2. Professional appearance and dress

(see p.3 for examples of acceptable and unacceptable dress)
The following items of clothing are acceptable:
Males: trousers or neat, plain, dark-coloured jeans. No shorts, ripped jeans or cargoes. Collared shirts e.g. business
(long or short sleeved) or polo shirts. No t-shirts. Neat shoes; trainers/sneakers are acceptable if clean.
Females: neat pants or neat plain dark-coloured jeans, skirts (denim is acceptable). Dresses. No shorts or short skirts.
No low-cut or revealing tops or dresses. Neat shoes (e.g. flats, low-heeled shoes); trainers/sneakers are acceptable if
clean. Make up should be kept to a minimum.

3. Positive and active presence
a)
b)

As a member of NQT EDUCATION, you are the face of the branch where you work. As such, you must be in and
around the main office to help office staff with new and current student / parent enquiries.
You must cooperate under direction of the Teaching Manager and Centre Supervisor (if needed).

4. Effective supervision
Appropriate duty of care of the students is taken very seriously at NQT EDUCATION and as such:
a) Students are not to be left alone in the classroom. If you need to take a bathroom or urgent break, ask either the
Teaching Manager, Centre Supervisor or nearest tutor to check in on your lesson during your absence.
b) You must supervise your students when they arrive and leave. Ensure your students do so orderly and quietly. Make
sure students don’t push or rush dismissal of lessons.

5. During Lesson Time
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

You must ensure students are seated and working electively throughout the entire lesson. Students will be given a
10-minute break in-between their English and Maths lessons.
Students who are late should be settled into lesson as smoothly as possible.
You are expected to be assisting students whenever required so little (if any) time should be spent seated at the
front of the classroom.
Ensure your classes remain orderly and quiet for the duration of the lesson. While a working level of noise is
acceptable, students should not be raising their voices throughout lesson time.
Toilet breaks are to be kept to a minimum for all students. Where a student is using the toilet, ensure another
student accompanies them. Some centres employ a Toilet Pass system.

6. Homework
a)

You must ensure all old and new homework is thoroughly explained to all students during the lesson. (More
information in this handbook that outlines the expected NQT EDUCATION lesson plans).
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7. Disciplinary procedures
a)
b)
c)

Disruptive students must be reprimanded by the tutor or dealt with by your Teaching Manager / the Centre
Supervisor.
You may choose to discipline your students in a way you deem appropriate (e.g. younger classes benefit from an
Awards System) but disruptive students must be dealt with effectively.
Students who are persistently disruptive should be sent to the Centre Supervisor or the Teaching Manager where
he/she will contact the student’s parents.

8. After lessons are complete
a)
b)

c)
d)

Before final class dismissal, ensure the classrooms are tidy and students have stored their seats away.
You must dismiss your classes on or after time. Dismissal is at 12:30pm (12:45pm at Keilor Downs College on
Saturdays) for morning classes and at 4:30pm (4:45pm at Keilor Downs College on Saturdays) for afternoon
classes.
Ensure you confirm the exact times with your Teaching Manager responsible for timekeeping before dismissing
classes.
Return all NQT EDUCATION materials to the Teaching Manager or Centre Supervisor after class.

9. Effective safeguarding and duty of care of students

With or without permission or condoning, you must interact with students, colleagues, parents, and community
members in a professional and appropriate manner. You must not:
a) Use physical actions or words that may violate human rights, and could lead to physical, psychological, emotional,
social and intellectual damage to students, colleagues, parents, and community members.
b) Sexually harass, physically interact and sexually violate a student, colleague, parent, and community members
including actions such as: (but not limited to) physical gestures to a student and inappropriate or unwarranted
physical contact with a student.
c) Use foul or abusive language, sexual comments or suggestive words.
d) Excessively and inappropriately use disciplinary action, including (but not limited to) the use or threat of corporal
punishment, and demeaning and abusive words or actions.
e) Interact with students in any social networking capacity or communicate outside class hours via any of the following
media: Facebook, Twitter, email, private messaging services, SMS / Mobile phone, etc. Common sense must direct
all communications with students.

10.

Effective use of the Student Management Tracking System (SMTS)

All tutors will be required to register and log into the NQT EDUCATION SMTS. Your personal details are also kept on
database for our records. Please note: only administrators can view your details so your privacy is upheld.

11.
Engaging in employment that may create conflict of interest
a) You will not engage in or agree to engage to alternate employment during your normal hours of work or that may
derogate from your ability to perform your duties. In any event, you will provide NQT EDUCATION with notice of
any intention to engage in alternate employment prior to engaging in or agreeing to engage in such alternate
employment.
b) Tutors will not in any way, directly or indirectly: be directly or indirectly involved with a business that is in direct
competition with the particular business line of NQT EDUCATION; and divert or attempt to divert from NQT
EDUCATION any business NQT EDUCATION had enjoyed, solicited, or attempted to solicit, from its students and
customers.
c) Any attempt or effort by tutors to interfere with the NQT EDUCATION's relationship with its other tutors, students,
student parents and other contractors would be harmful and damaging. During the term of the tutor's employment,
the tutor will not in any way, directly or indirectly: induce or attempt to induce any student, student parents, tutors
or contractor to cease its relationship with NQT EDUCATION; otherwise interfere with or disrupt the NQT
EDUCATION's relationship with its students, student parents, tutors or contractor;
discuss employment
opportunities or provide information about competitive employment to any of NQT EDUCATION's tutors or
contractors; or solicit, entice, or take away any students, student parents, tutors or contractor of NQT EDUCATION.
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NQT EDUCATION LEAVE POLICY
1. Overview

NQT EDUCATION has worked to standardise leave entitlements and responsibilities in order to maintain more
consistent operations. This document outlines clear absence procedures and through these procedures, it is
hoped that all tutoring staff are held accountable for taking personal leave. NQT EDUCATION has strived to
ensure this Leave Policy is fair to all tutors across all our centres. This Leave Policy also seeks to eliminate
unnecessary or ill-planned leave. This will also help alleviate pressure from managers looking to source tutoring
staff and ensure smoother substituting procedures that will benefit tutors, students, parents and managers.

2. Scope and Application
This policy applies to all tutoring staff at all NQT EDUCATION centres, regardless if tutors are casual-regular or
temporary.

3. Authorities (persons who oversee the policy)



Regional Teaching Managers
Senior Management

4. Policy Principles
For specific procedures on what to do when you need to take leave, please refer to Section 6. For specific
contact details of Teaching Managers and Centre Supervisors, please refer to Section 9: Administrative
Information
a) Personal Leave can be defined as the following: Personal leave includes illness/injury, compassionate,
study, holiday and leave for any other commitments.
b) An NQT EDUCATION Term can be defined as the following: A term consists of quarterly periods coinciding
with public school term dates and any holiday dates prior to the beginning of that term. i.e. term 1 consists of
the beginning of NQT EDUCATION operations for the new school year, the school term itself and ends on the
last Sunday of the declared end of term week for school. Term dates will be defined by NQT EDUCATION
management before the start of each term.
c) An NQT EDUCATION shift can be defined as the following: A shift is a 3-hour tutoring session (2-hours for
some weeknight classes).
d) Tutors consistency and regular attendance of shifts The number of absences taken by tutors will be
monitored and this could be detrimental to future rostering and may impact on the tenability of your position
with NQT EDUCATION.

5. How the NQT EDUCATION leave policy works
a) Tutors are entitled to a maximum of 2 personal leave shifts per class per term*
This is very important. Tutors are to plan carefully for when leave is requested as this rule will be strictly
enforced across all centres. Tutors may take 2 personal leave shifts for each class they regularly have in a term.
Personal leave shifts are not transferable between your other regular classes for tutors who work 2 shifts or
more. A sample scenario: Bob regularly teaches Saturday AM and PM per week (2 shifts), therefore he is

entitled to take 2 morning and afternoon shifts off during term (total of 4 shifts leave). However, Bob cannot
take 3 morning shifts and 1 afternoon shift off as he has exceeded his allowable leave in the morning.
*Please note that it will be at the Teaching Manager’s discretion for any tutors who work at NQT
EDUCATION centres whose terms run at 8 or 9 weeks if they are entitled to the full leave entitlements.
Tutors who work at such centres may be refused leave if leave is deemed last minute, excessive and /
or frivolous.
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b) Leave entitlements for new tutors assigned a regular class
New tutors are defined as those who are working in a regular class position with NQT EDUCATION as a casual
tutor for less than 3 months from the date of their first working day. These tutors are entitled to 1 personal
leave shift within this 3 month period.
c) Tutors who take more than 2 personal leave shifts in a term
If for whatever reason, tutors require more than 2 personal leave shifts in one term (whether this be in 2
consecutive or non-consecutive days), the tutor must inform an approved authority with at least 3 weeks’
notice with his/her reason for leave. Examples of when such leave may be requested include a long holiday or
ongoing health, family events or emergencies. Once requested, the authority will decide on what actions to
proceed with regards to modifying the tutor’s roster. The authority may bring forward the case to upper
management to determine any consequences for breaching the 2 personal leave shift entitlement. Please note
this will be approved only in exceptional cases and your case/justification must be brought forward to the
relevant Teaching Manager/General Manager.
d) Tutors are responsible to acquire staff of appropriate calibre (as deemed by the substitute list) to fill in
for their own absent shifts
A tutor substitute list will be provided with appropriate details for tutors seeking leave to contact. Tutors must
use this substitute list to find a substitute tutor to replace them when they require personal leave from work.
Tutors cannot use anyone outside of the contacts provided unless given permission by the aforementioned
authorities.
e) Tutors must inform an aforementioned authority at least 48 hours in advance to the amended shift
Once an appropriate tutor has been found, the original tutor must contact an authority with the date of leave,
reason of leave, the name of the tutor who will be substituting and any negotiated terms. The authority may
also request for appropriate documentation (i.e. medical certificate for an injury), which the original tutor is
obliged to produce on their next shift. The authority will either permit the substitute tutor, or if unsuitable,
request the original tutor to find another substitute tutor.
f) Tutors requesting leave with less than 48 hours notice
If the leave is short notice (i.e. suddenly ill), it is still the original tutor’s responsibility to organise a substitute
tutor. If in the case of sickness/injury, the tutor must provide a medical certificate on their next shift. If for
other emergency cases, the authority will request for documentation of the circumstance where appropriate.
This 48 hour notice period will be strictly enforced. Failure to adhere to the above policy may result in
disciplinary action.

6. Procedures for NQT EDUCATION tutors when requesting personal leave
a) Acquire the appropriate tutor substitute list either from the SMTS or contact an authority for a list.
b) Contact an appropriate tutor that has listed themselves as available and has the required competencies to
substitute for your class.
c) Once you have confirmed a substitute tutor, call an above authority (generally your teaching manager) and
inform them who the substitute is, the date it will take place, your reason for leave and any terms that you
have negotiated with your replacement. If you are unable to find a replacement, you will be required to

attend your shift. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action.

d) Where a tutor is absent, in agreement with their supervisor or teaching manager a tutor must provide the
agreed evidence or documentation to prove their requirement for leave, i.e. a medical certificate, printout of
exam timetable, etc.
e) If the authority permits the replacement, they will also confirm with the proposed substitute tutor. If the
authority declines, they must state their reason and you will be required to go back to step 2 (above). 6. After
confirmation with the substitute tutor, the authority will then notify the Centre Supervisor all of the changes
and keep a record of the leave arrangements.
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f)

If – for whatever reason – the substitute tutor is unable to fulfil their originally planned tutoring obligations,
and then the responsibility falls on the substitute tutor to source a final substitute. The substitute tutor is
not to defer this responsibility back to the original tutor with which an arrangement was originally made.

7. Disciplinary Action
One of the most immediate disciplinary actions to result from failure to adhere to this policy is the omission of
the tutor from their regular teaching roster. This may be temporary at the authorities’ discretion, but will be
handled on a case by case basis by upper management. For repeat offenders, dismissal from NQT
EDUCATION may result. A notification will be sent to the tutor by email (to keep on record) with the reason
for action and if there are any plans for reinstatement. The tutor may also opt to become a substitute instead
if offered the opportunity. For reinstated tutors, your leave entitlements will be treated as if you are a new
tutor (see section 4 of Policy Principles) starting from your first reinstated casual-regular shift.

8. Recommendations/Tips on Arranging leave
Plan well ahead if you need to take leave any commitments and organise a replacement as soon as possible.
Chances are other tutors will have the same idea and will try to book replacements early, so don’t
procrastinate. Be prepared to negotiate terms with your replacement.

9. Administrative Information
See substitute list for your centre on SMTS.

Contact Details of Teaching Managers and Centre Supervisors (correct as at Sep 2012)
Manager’s Name

Contact details

Quang Nguyen
Managing Director
Susan Phu
General Manager: Teaching, Training &
Policy
Andrew Ang
Teaching Manager (SE)
Stefanie Turner
Teaching Manager (NW)
Jason Vuong
Teaching Manager (SE)
William Soo
Teaching Manager (NSW)

quang.nguyen@nqt.com.au
0403 587 857
susan.phu@nqt.com.au
0468 630 106
andrew.ang@nqt.com.au
0402 654 649
stefanie.turner@nqt.com.au
0413 660 997
jason.vuong@nqt.com.au
0421 736 773
william.soo@nqt.com.au
0431 696 350

Contact details

Centre(s) responsible

NQT Clayton South
NQT Springvale
Keilor Downs, Footscray &
Preston
Burwood & Cranbourne
Bankstown & Cabramatta

Centre(s) responsible

Centre Supervisor’s Name
Janet Chang

janet.chang.87@gmail.com 0401 756 403

Burwood (Forest Hill) (Sat only)

Belinda Rodriguez

belinda_monica94@hotmail.com

Cranbourne (Rangepark PS) (Sat only)

Anthony Nguyen

anthony.nguyen89@hotmail.com 0422 116
552

NQT Footscray (Sat, Sun, Tue & Thu)

Mrs Loan Le

loan_beauty@hotmail.com 0423 048 680

NQT Keilor Downs (Sat and Sun)

Mathew Chang

mathew.chang.93@gmail.com 0434 639 863

NQT Clayton South (Westall) (Sat only)

Alice Lee

lee.alice07@gmail.com 0423 284 418

Springvale Heatherhill (Sat only)

Janet Chang

janet.chang.87@gmail.com 0401 756 403

NQT Clayton South (Westall)
(Sun & Wed)

Nina Nguyen

ninanguyen_155@hotmail.com 0434 116 898

NQT Preston (Sat only)

Hoai Ton

hoaiton1991@gmail.com 0413 707 502

NQT Preston (Sun mornings)

Mrs Hiep Vo

voluonghiep05@yahoo.com.au 0431 270 015

NQT Inala (Saturday PM only)

Sydney tutors to contact William Soo
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NQT EDUCATION RECOMMENDED CLASSROOM PROCEDURES & PRACTICES
TOPIC & RATIONALE
General preparation before
commencement of classes


Project professionalism in the
tutor role To make tutor’s lives
easier!

DOs
DO log into SMTS to download and print relevant week’s
work of the solutions book (if you don’t have your own
copy of solutions book): Make a habit of doing this weekly to
ensure you are best prepared


Effective explanation /
revision of new or continued
work and/or concepts




Students are either going to be
pre-taught or consolidate
topics/concepts already taught
in regular school
Gives students confidence to
be able to complete work
independently in lesson and at
home







Teaching multi-year levels




Many of you have or will be
teaching multi-year levels and
while this can be difficult, with
preparation
Tutors who are experienced in
teaching multi levels are
encouraged to share their
ideas with other tutors







DO elicit prior knowledge: Because all of our students
attend tutoring with varied levels of knowledge and ability,
you should ALWAYS ask students what they know of any
new introduced topic – there’s no point launching into a 10
minute explanation if the students can verbalise it to each
other
DO offer verbal explanations: i.e. “chalk and talk” Explain
things more than once if needed – DON’T rush
explanations as students may indicate they understand
what you have just said to cover up embarrassment in front
of their peers
DO Provide worked examples on the whiteboard for
students to copy into their exercise books (or into their
booklets)
DO have interactive student modelling Where you have
students model explanation after you have e.g. Ask a
student to come to the whiteboard to complete worked
examples and explain to the class
DO use the whiteboard to clearly indicate what tasks
you want each year level to complete Divide your
whiteboard into columns and write very specifically the
exercises (by page number and activity no) you want each
year level to complete and give a timeframe so students
can work independently while you attend to one level
DO alternate tasks – for example, have one year level
complete a page of grammar work while you read &
explain the comprehension
DO place extra/extension questions for each or both year
levels related to the work they are doing to free up time
with the other year level

DON’Ts

DON’T just expect to be able to
rock up 15 minutes before class
and glance through the work and
be confident enough to teach
thoroughly and effectively.
DON’T just ask students to work
through the week’s work without
any explanation. The exception is
the Maths revision sheet where it is
appropriate to allow students to
work independently

ACCOUNTABILITY

Teaching Managers
will carry out random
class inspections
throughout the year to
see if you are prepared
in your classes.
Teaching Managers to
be checking in formal
observations on how
effectively you explain
or revise new or
continued topics.

DON’T assume students will
remember all the theory and work
from the previous week(s). Kids
have short attention spans and
always benefit from quick revision –
either in the form of verbal or
written exercises.

DON’T just have all students just
work on their own through the
worksheets and then attend to
each kid individually – there must
still be whole class explanation and
discussion with different year levels

Teaching Managers to
be checking in formal
observations on your
overall effectiveness in
managing multi-year
classes, including the
different techniques
used to engage and
teach the different
year levels.
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NQT EDUCATION RECOMMENDED CLASSROOM PROCEDURES & PRACTICES (continued)
TOPIC & RATIONALE
Checking all students
understand topics each week



Helps involve students in their
learning
Contributes to students’ sense
of achievement if they are able
to express that they
understand what is being
taught

DOs
DO have the students paraphrase topics Ask the
class/individual students to paraphrase a concept/item you
have just explained
DO ensure there’s one to one time with all students Every
student must receive individual attention at some point in the
lesson to check their understanding. This will take place after
sufficient explanation of work has taken place
DO stop the whole class when you can see common issues
are popping up. Have ALL students place their pens down
and give you attention – regardless of whether they know
what to do or not – and reinforce your explanation for the
benefit of the whole class, especially with new topics.

DON’Ts

ACCOUNTAB
ILITY

DON’T just assume kids understand
topics because they say they do – kids
often don’t want to appear “dumb” in front
of their peers.

Teaching
Managers to be
checking in
formal
observations on
how effectively
you are able to
ensure all
students
understand the
topics taught.

DON’T just ask students “Do you
understand?” and instead ask VERY
specific questions about the topic you have
taught so that you know their inability to
answer may indicate holes in their
knowledge

DO ask directed questioning Use directed questions to
specific students: e.g. “Mary, what is the answer to question 3?

Can you explain to the class how you got that answer?”

Positive interaction with
your students






Students should be able to feel
their good behaviour is
recognised
Students need to have a sense
of responsibility for their
behaviour when they are in
class.
Other students should be able
to see what tutors expect from
them in terms of their
attitudes towards their studies
and to their peers

DO acknowledge good behaviour Make a point to reward
(verbally or written) good behaviour in the classroom –
especially amongst the younger students
DO encourage peer help if there are particularly strong
students, imbue them with a sense of responsibility by asking
them to assist “weaker” students with concepts they may be
grappling with
DO reward students with an end of lesson activity – see
handout for suggested appropriate activities
DO feel free to implement your own awards system in the
class – but there’s a fine line between reward and bribery!
DO have the students take responsibility for their
classrooms. Have all kids clean up thoroughly before end of
lesson.

Internal NQT EDUCATION use and distribution only

DON’T put kids down – even in a “funny”
way as they can be very sensitive and not see
the humour in it
DON’T make students feel dumb for asking
seemingly obvious questions – as others may
be thinking to ask the same thing
DON’T tell students that they are outright
wrong when they are attempting to answer a
question – it is better to tell them that they’re
“close but not quite there yet” and steer them
towards correct methods
DON’T tolerate students who tease/bully
others. (See classroom management tips)
DON’T reward bad behaviour e.g. don’t feel
you have to conduct end of class activities if
the class has been unproductive/disruptive all
lesson
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Teaching
Managers to be
checking in
formal
observations on
your overall
presence in the
classroom and
how effectively /
positively you
are able to
interact with all
the students.

NQT EDUCATION LESSON PLAN (For tutors teaching single levels)
This is suitable for years 2 – 10 only (Prep & 1 tutors will need to be a lot more “hands on” when teaching.)

MATHS PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)
What to do:

20 – 30 min:
Maths revision / quiz page

1.

2.
3.

Start each lesson by having students commence the Maths revision / quiz page (usually based on the maths topic
from the previous week). In the absence of a specified Maths revision / quiz page, choose a page that all students are
capable of completing independently.
Then mark the answers of this revision sheet together. To correct the work, ensure students SWAP their worksheets
with a neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one the student used to complete the work.
After the students have completed their revision page, COMMENCE EXPLAINING NEW MATHS THEORY OR REVISITING THE MATHS THEORY of which the students are currently working.

How to do it:
Set a very specific time which you should write on the board clearly. On average, it may take 20-30min to complete the
revision page and you should write a TIMELINE on the board and mark off every 5 minutes so students know how much
time they have left.

Rationale:
Having students commence lesson with a page of revision maths enables you to set a routine that students can become
accustomed to where they need to enter class quietly and commence work immediately. It also allows latecomers,
students who were absent the previous week and newly enrolled students to commence work once they enter the
classroom.

1 hour – 1.25 hours
 Explain or re-explain maths
theory related to THIS week’s
lesson
 Students complete allocated
pages and in-class corrections

Recommendation / tip: Assign each student in your class a “correction buddy” whose job it is to mark a fellow student’s work.
Alternatively, assign random sheets to members of your class. Students should NOT be correcting their own work.

What to do:
1.

2.
3.

Commence explaining any new maths theory or re-explaining the previous week’s maths theory. Students ALWAYS
benefit from having theory and / or previously completed work explained. They are definitely liable to forget work
explained in a week’s time.
Use the board to write theory and have your students make notes in their notebooks if appropriate. Check
understanding here thoroughly! Ask questions and provide worked examples.
Once the theory has thoroughly been explained and any questions have been answered, you should allocate a few
pages exercises for students to complete (e.g. 2 – 4 pages). You need to judge your class to see how much time is
appropriate.

How to do it:
1.

2.

Set a very specific time which you should write on the board clearly. For example, it may take 20-30min to complete
the allocated maths pages and you should write a TIMELINE on the board and mark off every 5 minutes so students
know how much time they have left.
Correct all work students have just completed. In-class correction will help students ensure that they can complete
their homework with examples of corrected work. To correct the work, ensure students SWAP their worksheets with a
neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one the student used to complete the work.

BREAK (10 – 15 minutes)
ENGLISH PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)
5 – 10 min
Spelling
test(s)

What to do & how to do it:
1.
2.

3.

15 – 25 min
Listening:
explaining
English tasks
Reading
Comprehension
–

4.

5.

6.

Commence your English lesson with a spelling lesson.
Write the words on the board OR ask students to verbally spell out the words. Have students mark each other’s
spelling tests and provide an overall mark. Ensure all students write down all CORRECTED words if any incorrectly
spelt words on their classmates’ sheets.
You may also take the chance to run through the new words and explain any difficult vocabulary
Introduce and explain ALL the English work to your class and as this stage; all students should be LISTENING only
and not writing anything down. You may choose to start with, for example: grammar exercises where you can talk
through the instructions with your class, explaining on the BOARD any new grammar points. Again this stage of
EXPLANATION should primarily be used for LISTENING where little to no writing takes place. This is the stage where
you are able to VERBALLY ASK directed questions to as many students as possible to CHECK THEIR
UNDERSTANDING. Class discussion of the work can also be facilitated at this stage.
It is also encouraged that the end of this period, the READING COMPREHENSION text is read aloud as a class
Thoroughly explain the English homework allocated in the given week.
(Continues next page) 
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LESSON PLAN (SUITABLE FOR YEARS 2 – 10 SINGLE YEAR LEVEL) Continued from the previous page
ENGLISH PORTION OF LESSON (continued)
Students complete
allocated pages and in-class
corrections take place

10 – 15 min
Explanation and
brainstorming
essay
(IN ESSAY
WEEKS ONLY)

15 – 25 min
Completing set English
tasks/pages

7.

8.

9.

ONCE THIS EXPLANATION OF THE ENGLISH WORK has taken place, you can then specifically allocate
an appropriate time for students to commence the completion of English tasks. On average, it may
take 15-25min to complete the allocated English pages and you should write a TIMELINE on the board
and mark off every 5-10 minutes so students know how much time they have left.
Stop the class and then correct the work together. Ensure students SWAP their worksheets with a
neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one the student used to complete the
work.

NOW take the time to EXPLAIN and BRAINSTORM the essay topic to your class and have your
students copy the plan down into their workbooks. Spend adequate time explaining the essay and if it
helps; write / model parts of the essay on the board and have the students copy this down too. In nonessay works, have students continue with any remaining English tasks.

20 – 45 min
Explanations and in-class
corrections of
previous week’s homework

EXPLAINING & CORRECTING THE HOMEWORK FROM LAST WEEK
For the remainder of the lesson, you should correct last week’s work together as a class. Start off with
correcting the maths section first. You can correct as a class in a number of ways, as long as students are
still correcting each other’s work:
Verbally correct – the tutor reads out the answers and have students mark accordingly – suitable for older
students where questions are straightforward and do not require written explanations on the board.
Corrections on board – you may allocate a section of the whiteboard for in-class corrections and start
writing answers on the board while the students are copying down essay explanation notes. You may just
want to spend time on the board explaining the answers of the more difficult questions or areas students
found challenging.
Students providing answers – you should have all students contribute an answer at some point in the inclass corrections section.
You may combine various correction methods at this stage of the lesson. Aim to complete ALL
corrections in class and if you spend sufficient time after tasks are completed in class and correct
these immediately, the work is fresh in the students’ minds and minimises your work!
If you have any students who were absent from the previous week or newly enrolled students can
do the following:
 Continue and complete the essay as just explained; OR
 Continue on any other incomplete work from this week’s work; OR
 ALL students should have enough work to continue with WITHOUT having to resort to commencing
next week’s worksheet.

You may also have time to conduct suitable activities/games should time allow.
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NQT EDUCATION LESSON PLAN (For tutors teaching a single subject only)
This is suitable for years 7 – 10 only single subject only

MATHS PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)
What to do:
1.

20 – 30 min:
Maths revision / quiz
page

2.

3.

It is recommended you start each lesson by having students commence the Maths revision / quiz page
(usually based on the maths topic from the previous week). In the absence of a specified Maths revision /
quiz page, choose a page that all students are capable of completing independently.
You can then choose to mark the answers of this revision sheet together. To correct the work, ensure
students SWAP their worksheets with a neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one
the student used to complete the work.
OR
You may choose after the students have completed their revision page to COMMENCE EXPLAINING
NEW MATHS THEORY OR RE-VISITING THE MATHS THEORY of which the students are currently
working.

How to do it:
Set a very specific time which you should write on the board clearly. On average, it may take 20-30min to
complete the revision page and you should write a TIMELINE on the board and mark o_ every 5 minutes so
students know how much time they have left.

Rationale:
Having students commence lesson with a page of revision maths enables you to set a routine that students can
become accustomed to where they need to enter class quietly and commence work immediately. It also allows
latecomers, students who were absent the previous week and newly enrolled students to commence work once
they enter the classroom.

Recommendation / tip: Assign each student in your class a “correction buddy” whose job it is to mark a fellow student’s work.
Alternatively, assign random sheets to members of your class. Students should NOT be correcting their own work.

What to do:
1.

30 – 45 min
Explain or re-explain
maths theory related
to THIS week’s lesson
Students complete
allocated pages and inclass corrections take
place

2.
3.

Commence explaining any new maths theory or re-explaining the previous week’s maths theory. Students
ALWAYS benefit from having theory and / or previously completed work explained. They are definitely
liable to forget work explained in a week’s time.
Use the board to write theory and have your students make notes in their notebooks if appropriate. Check
understanding here thoroughly! Ask questions and provide worked examples.
Once the theory has thoroughly been explained and any questions have been answered, you should
allocate a few pages exercises for students to complete (e.g. 2 – 4 pages). You need to judge your class to
see how much time is appropriate.

How to do it:
1.

2.

Set a specific time and write on the board clearly. For example, it may take 20-30min to complete the
allocated maths pages and you should write a TIMELINE on the board and mark off every 5 minutes so
students know how much time they have left.
Next, correct these 2 pages as a class. In-class correction will help students ensure that they can complete
the remaining sheets for homework with examples of corrected work. To correct the work, ensure students
SWAP their worksheets with a neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one the student
used to complete the work. Doing this will also minimise the amount of in-class correction required the
following week.

EXPLAINING & CORRECTING THE MATHS HOMEWORK FROM LAST WEEK





Use the remaining maths portion of your lesson to go through last week’s homework and take
considerable time explaining the more challenging or difficult questions.
Use a variety of methods such as: VERBAL CORRECTION, CORRECTIONS ON WHITEBOARD AND / OR
STUDENTS PROVIDING SOLUTIONS to correct the work and do check student understanding
thoroughly. Use the whiteboard effectively and spend time with individual students when time allows to
explain things further if needed.
Assign any students absent from last week or newly enrolled students tasks from this week’s worksheet to
continue with the work commenced in lesson.
(Continues next page) 

BREAK (10 – 15 minutes)
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ENGLISH PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)

What to do & How to do it:

5 – 10 min
Spelling test(s)

1.
2.

3.
4.

15 – 25 min
Listening: Explaining
English tasks – question
time
Reading
Comprehension: new
vocabulary

5.
6.

15 – 25 min
Completing set English
tasks/pages

7.

Students complete
allocated pages and inclass corrections take place
10 – 15 min
Explanation and
brainstorming essay
(IN ESSAY WEEKS ONLY)

8.

9.

Commence your English lesson with a spelling lesson.
Write the words on the board OR ask students to verbally spell out the words. Have students mark each
other’s spelling tests and provide an overall mark. Ensure all students write down all CORRECTED
words if any incorrectly spelt words on their classmates’ sheets.
You may also take the chance to run through the new words and explain any difficult vocabulary
At this point in the lesson, you can introduce and explain ALL the English work to your class and as
this stage; all students should be LISTENING only and not writing anything down. You may choose to
start with, for example: grammar exercises where you can talk through the instructions with your class,
explaining on the BOARD any new grammar points. Again this stage of EXPLANATION should primarily
be used for LISTENING where little to no writing takes place. This is the stage where you are able to
VERBALLY ASK directed questions to as many students as possible to CHECK THEIR UNDERSTANDING.
Class discussion of the work can also be facilitated at this stage.
Thoroughly explain the homework allocated in the week’s work.
It is also encouraged that the end of this period, the READING COMPREHENSION text is read aloud
as a class – you may want to read the text initially and stop to explain difficult or new vocabulary and
then ask students to read the text aloud again to have students practice reading aloud.
ONCE THIS EXPLANATION OF THE ENGLISH WORK has taken place, you can then specifically allocate an
appropriate time for students to commence the completion of English tasks. On average, it may take 1525min to complete the allocated English pages and you should write a TIMELINE on the board and mark
off every 5 minutes so students know how much time they have left.
Stop the class and then correct the work together. Ensure students SWAP their worksheets with a
neighbour and mark with a DIFFERENT colour pen than the one the student used to complete the work.
NOW take the time to EXPLAIN and BRAINSTORM the essay topic to your class and have your students
copy the plan down into their workbooks. Spend adequate time explaining the essay and if it helps; write
/ model parts of the essay on the board and have the students copy this down too.

EXPLAINING & CORRECTING THE ENGLISH HOMEWORK FROM LAST WEEK
20 – 45 min
Explanations and in-class
corrections of
previous week’s homework

In this portion of the lesson, you need to correct all the English homework as a class. There may not be
a lot to mark in class if you have already gone through the answers last week. HOWEVER, take this
chance to give GENERAL FEEDBACK about the essays you have marked. As a class, have all the students
SWAP their worksheets as you collectively correct all English tasks (inc. any grammar and / or Reading
Comprehension tasks.)

ESSAY FEEDBACK & MODELLING: Many students come to NQT with their parents’
express hopes of improving their writing.
You can help them achieve this by:
MODELLING ESSAY WRITING ON THE BOARD and having students copy this down (e.g. a strong
introduction on an argumentative essay)

READING ALOUD an outstanding essay from one of your students to illustrate a strong example of
writing
You may combine various correction methods at this stage of the lesson. Aim to complete ALL
corrections in class and if you spend sufficient time after tasks are completed in class and correct these
immediately, the work is fresh in the students’ minds and minimises your work!


If you have any students who were absent from the previous week or newly enrolled students can do
the following:

Continue and complete the essay as just explained; OR

Continue on any other incomplete work from this week’s worksheet; OR

ALL students should have enough work to continue with WITHOUT having to resort to commencing next
week’s worksheet.

You may also have time to conduct suitable activities/games should time allow.
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NQT EDUCATION LESSON PLAN (For tutors teaching multi-year levels)
MATHS PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)
20 – 30 min
Class 1: Determine which
year level
COMPLETING Maths
revision / quiz page
Class 2: Determine which
year level
EXPLAINING new maths
theory (or re-explaining
previous maths theory) &
COMPLETING tasks
20 – 30 min
Class 1: EXPLAINING new
maths theory (or reexplaining previous
maths theory) &
COMPLETING tasks
Class 2: COMPLETING
Maths
revision / quiz page
20 – 30 min
Both classes:
In-class corrections

What to do:

Step (1) Select Class 1 to start each lesson by commencing the Maths revision / quiz page (usually based on the
maths topic from the previous week). In the absence of a specified Maths revision / quiz page, choose a page that
all students are capable of completing independently.
AND
While the Class 1 is completing the maths revision / quiz sheet, spend time with the Class 2 to COMMENCE
EXPLAINING NEW MATHS THEORY OR RE- VISITING THE MATHS THEORY of which the students are currently
working. Provide worked examples on the board and then assign questions for Class 2 to complete in a specified
timeframe.

Step (2) After Class 2 has had their theory explained and completed questions you have assigned and Class 1 have
completed their quiz/revision page, SWAP.
AND
You should now COMMENCE EXPLAINING NEW MATHS THEORY OR RE- VISITING THE MATHS THEORY to
Class 1 and Class 2 should COMMENCE THEIR QUIZ / REVISION MATHS PAGE.

Step (3) At this point in the lesson, assign a few further pages of maths for Class 1 and Class 2 students to
complete in a given time (e.g. one-third of the maths section of the booklet). Be specific about what you want the
students to complete. Stop Class 1 after they have completed a portion (e.g. 1 – 2 pages) and go through the
answers with them and have Class 2 continue their exercises.
Once the answers have been corrected and explained to Class 1, turn your attentions to Class 2.
AND
Class 2 should now stop once they have completed assigned number of maths pages (usually 1-2) and have these
sheets thoroughly explained and corrected. Class 1 should be continuing with their maths work until the end of
lesson.

Step (4) Only if time allows, you may want to go through the answers of each year level’s revision pages by
placing answers (and explaining more difficult questions) on the board and having students swap and correct each
other’s work.

THE KEY THING TO MAKE THIS LESSON STRUCTURE WORK IS TO ENSURE STRICT TIMELINES ARE SET AND
FOLLOWED. STUDENTS WILL EVENTUALLY BECOME USED TO THIS WEEKLY ROUTINE.

Recommendation / tip: Assign each student in your class a “correction buddy” whose job it is to mark a fellow student’s work.
Alternatively, assign random sheets to members of your class. Students should NOT be correcting their own work.

BREAK (10 – 15 minutes)
ENGLISH PORTION OF LESSON (1.5 hours)
5 – 10 min
Spelling test(s)

15 – 25 min
Class 1: CONTINUING
work from before the
break

Step (1) Commence with a spelling test. When teaching composite classes, you can read out the words alternately.
AND
Write the words on the board OR ask students to verbally spell out the words. Have students mark each other’s
spelling tests and provide an overall mark. Ensure all students write down all CORRECTED words if any incorrectly
spelt words on their classmates’ sheets.
AND
You may also take the chance to run through the new words and explain any difficult vocabulary to Class 1 and
Class 2.

Class 2: EXPLAINING
English tasks
LISTENING: explaining
English tasks
READING:
Comprehension
Working on assigned
English tasks in-class

Step (2) At this point in the lesson, assign Class 1 a task in EITHER THE PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED MATHS SECTION
(e.g. a further 1-2 pages) OR select a task from the ENGLISH SECTION that students are capable of completing
independently (NOT the reading comprehension task) and have them commence this.
AND

At this stage, Class 2 should have ALL the English work explained. At this stage; all students should be
LISTENING only and not writing anything down. This should not take too long provided students are
PAYING ATTENTION and not writing. Be thorough in EXPLAINING.
You may choose to start with, for example: grammar exercises where you can talk through the instructions with
your class, explaining on the BOARD any new grammar points.
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ENGLISH PORTION OF LESSON (continued)
15 – 25 min
Class 2: COMPLETING
assigned English tasks
Class 1:
EXPLAINING English
tasks
LISTENING: explaining
English tasks
READING
comprehension
Working on assigned
English tasks in-class
10 – 15 min
Explanation and
brainstorming essay
(IN ESSAY WEEKS
ONLY)

Again this stage of EXPLANATION should primarily be used for LISTENING where little to no writing
takes place.
This is the stage where you are able to VERBALLY ASK directed questions to as many students as
possible to CHECK THEIR UNDERSTANDING. Class discussion of the work can also be facilitated at this
stage.
Step (3) Still with Class 2, thoroughly explain the English homework allocated in the given week.
The rest of the English work should now be completed in class AFTER you have explained everything to
your and Class 2’s satisfaction. At this stage, the READING COMPREHENSION text is read aloud as a
class – you may want to read the text initially and stop to explain difficult or new vocabulary and then
ask students to read the text aloud again to have students practice reading aloud. NOW Class 2 should
work independently on the assigned class tasks you have set within a specified timeframe.
AND

Class 1 should now stop what they have been doing (i.e. either the maths worksheets you assigned
or the English worksheets you assigned) and guide students through all the English tasks (as you
have just previously done with Class 2). The key thing is that the initial stage is LISTENING while you
guide explanation and take time to answer any QUESTIONS.

Then ensure READING COMPREHENSION is thoroughly explained.

Then students should complete the remaining English tasks independently. Set a very specific
timeframe students need to work within.
10. NOW take the time to EXPLAIN and BRAINSTORM the essay topic to your class and have your
students copy the plan down into their workbooks. Spend adequate time explaining the essay and if
it helps; write / model parts of the essay on the board and have the students copy this down too.

EXPLAINING & CORRECTING THE ENGLISH HOMEWORK FROM LAST WEEK
20 – 45 min
Explanations and in-class
corrections of previous
week’s homework

In this portion of the lesson, you need to correct all the English homework as a class. There may
not be a lot to mark in class if you have already gone through the answers last week. HOWEVER,
take this chance to give GENERAL FEEDBACK about the essays you have marked. As a class, have
all the students SWAP their worksheets as you collectively correct all English tasks (inc. any
grammar and / or Reading Comprehension tasks.)

ESSAY FEEDBACK & MODELLING: Many students come to NQT with their parents’
express hopes of improving their writing.
You can help them achieve this by:
MODELLING ESSAY WRITING ON THE BOARD and having students copy this down (e.g. a strong
introduction on an argumentative essay)

READING ALOUD an outstanding essay from one of your students to illustrate a strong example of
writing
You may combine various correction methods at this stage of the lesson. Aim to complete ALL
corrections in class and if you spend sufficient time after tasks are completed in class and correct
these immediately, the work is fresh in the students’ minds and minimises your work!


If you have any students who were absent from the previous week or newly enrolled students can
do the following:

Continue and complete the essay as just explained; OR

Continue on any other incomplete work from this week’s worksheet; OR

ALL students should have enough work to continue with WITHOUT having to resort to commencing
next week’s worksheet.

You may also have time to conduct suitable activities/games should time allow.
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TUTOR ACCOUNTABILITIES

All tutors working with NQT Education must meet certain accountabilities throughout their employment. These are
administered primarily by your Teaching Manager and in some cases, Senior Management. We feel it is of the utmost
importance that all the tutors we hire are not only initially trained in our procedures, but also given the opportunity to
reflect upon their teaching practices with the view to improve their skills in the classroom.
As such, there is a variety of tutor accountabilities that you will need to meet throughout your employment with us.

1. Tutor observations
AIM: Teaching Managers conduct regular observations (at least once per term) of all tutors. This primarily ensures that
all tutors are teaching to the high standard we expect of all staff and to the lesson plans that best disseminates our
teaching material.
HOW IT WORKS: Teaching Managers observe your lesson for a minimum of 30 min at any time in your lesson and your
lesson will be assessed using an observation form (more on this in the next section of this handbook). Your lesson is
assessed using 10 criteria and you will be awarded a score out of 10. Please note that if you are under probation, you
will be observed more often than permanent staff. All tutors who are observed are emailed a copy of their
observation with specific notes that you are required to read.
ACCOUNTABILITY: Depending on your final score, you will then be subjected to follow up observations. All
observations are followed by a one to one debriefing with your Teaching Manager to reflect upon the lesson; to discuss
any issues raised and how to improve upon any areas of your teaching. If you have been observed underperforming and
achieving unsatisfactory scores, you may be asked to have a meeting with your Teaching Manager and other members
of the Senior Management team to discuss the best ways in which you can improve in your teaching practices.

2. Communications via email and / or SMS
AIM: All tutors are required to read all weekly roster emails carefully as they contain roster details as well as
important information that changes from week to week. Tutors are also required to read any text messages that
your Teaching Manager sends as well for information that is particularly urgent.
ACCOUNTABILITY: Tutors are required to reply to emails if requested in a timely manner. Additionally, you are
required to email your Teaching Manager in regards to leave applications in a timely manner. Lastly, you are also
required to reply to text messages if requested. If tutors consistently prove themselves to not read the roster email
and miss important information and / or do not reply to email or text requests, disciplinary action may be taken.

3. Student tracking
AIM: All tutors are expected to accurately and consistently track the academic progress of each student in their class(es).
Recording this information allows all stakeholders (including tutors, Management, students and parents) to track the
progress of each student over a term, semester and year. Retaining this information also assists tutors with accurate
report writing as required each semester.
HOW IT WORKS: All tutors are required to regularly correct homework and then are expected to record in the student
rolls whether their students have completed it and to percentage all students have gotten their homework correct.
Tutors are also expected to record essay scores that his/her students complete. Tutors are also expected to record in all
students’ class workbooks tracking scores (out of 10) for their efforts and corrected work in the English and Maths
portions of the work completed in class.
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Tutors who teach a permanent class (not applicable for tutors who currently substitute tutors only or rostered as
assistant tutors) are also required to complete a written academic & behavioural report twice a year (at the end of terms
2 and 4). Each student receives a report that should reflect the work and efforts of the student in the preceding
semester.
ACCOUNTABILITY: Teaching Managers randomly check students’ homework and class workbooks during class
observations. Teaching Managers, as well as Centre Supervisors, also regularly check all student rolls to ensure all tutors
accurately and consistently fill in the homework tracking sheets. Failure to do so (without an acceptable reason) could
bring disciplinary action upon the relevant tutor.
In relation to student reports, tutors are required to submit all reports to their Teaching Manager for
proofreading/checking and / or printing prior to distribution. Tutors who fail to write substantive or adequately detailed
reports will be asked to write and submit again. All tutors must submit reports by the stated deadline.

4. Spot checks by Centre Supervisor
AIM: Centre Supervisors are the primary intermediary between the tutor and parent and often, between the tutor and
Teaching Manager. This is because the supervisor is on site at all times and whose job it is to oversee all aspects of a
centre’s operations, including ensuring tutors perform their duties as expected.
HOW IT WORKS: Centre Supervisors randomly check through class rolls to ensure that tutors are filling in the
homework tracking sheet consistently and accurately. They also speak with individual students who have not completed
homework for 3 or more consecutive weeks and for any other issues concerning students, they also make contact with
Teaching Managers and if necessary, parents. Centre Supervisors also check classrooms to ensure that all tutors are
adhering to the compulsory lesson plans on the whiteboard to a standard expected of all tutors.

See examples below of high standard lesson plans:

Example 1: grade 5 maths

Example 2: year 8 English

Example 3: grade 5 maths

portion of the lesson

portion of the lesson

whole lesson

ACCOUNTABILITY: Centre Supervisors advise Teaching Managers of any issues with students and tutors. You might
need to follow up on any specific issues with the help of your Teaching Manager. Conversely, if a Centre Supervisor
reports on inadequate teaching practices observed by any tutors, further action will be required.
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TUTOR OBSERVATIONS

All new tutors (under probation as well as permanent tutors) are subject to regular observations by their Teaching
Manager. It is a process that aims to continually improve upon teaching practices and to also acknowledge some
excellent teaching practice currently being carried out by tutors.
Initial observations are usually unannounced and can take place from anywhere between 15-45 minutes. Based on
the feedback provided by your Teaching Manager, a follow up observation(s) may be required to see if
suggestions to improve teaching practice have been implemented. All tutors are provided with a copy of their
observation feedback forms (see below for sample form).
There are two observation forms. The first form (pp. 27-9) is used to assess new staff throughout their
probationary period. It is also used to assess all staff for initial observation(s) in term 1 in each academic year.
From term 2, all current tutors are assessed using observation form #2 (pp. 30 – 32). New tutors who have passed
their probationary period will also be assessed using form #2.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tutor observation form #1
Name of tutor:
Date: September
24, 2014

Yr level:

No. of students:

Centre: <Select>
Teaching Manager: <Select>

Term: <Select>
Observation #: <Select>

Is there a floater? YES

Length of obs:

NO

min

Criteria for observing tutors
All tutors must be observed using this form. There are 10 criteria in total (taken from the NQT Staff Handbook). After
the observation, the score awarded to the tutor will determine what further action, training and / or observations are
required. Teaching Managers should provide a copy of the completed form to the tutor being observed for reference.

How to use this form




This form can be used either electronically (locked Word doc) or can be handwritten.
Use  or X to answer the key questions/checklist points are provided to break down each criterion.
Provide a score out of 1 for each criterion (you are able to award 0.5 for a criterion if you feel it is needed)

Criterion 1: General presentation and professionalism
Is the tutor dressed appropriately?
Has the tutor arrived to their branch / class on time (if applicable)?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 2: Effective whiteboard use
Has the tutor used the whiteboard to write up worked examples of workbook content and / or with other relevant
information / notes for their students?
Is their handwriting clear and large enough for all students to see what is written?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
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<Type text here>
Criterion 3: Sharing the lesson outline/aim with the class
Has the tutor written on the whiteboard what activities (e.g. with page numbers and timings, etc.) to let the students
know how the lesson will proceed? (This is particularly useful for merged/multi-level classes)
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 4: Ensuring all students are given individual attention
Whilst it is acceptable for tutors to spend some time at their desk whilst their students see them to have work corrected and
/ or ask for help with their work, all tutors are expected to physically walk around the classroom whilst students are working
independently.
Has the tutor walked around the classroom to check that all students are working?
Has the tutor checked in with each student and / or assisted students where they have either raised their hand or asked
for help?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 5: Effective explanation of work
If the tutor you are observing is teaching a new topic, the following checklist questions apply:
Has the tutor explained the new theory to their students? (i.e. the tutor hasn’t just asked the students to read the
provided theory on their own)
Has the tutor provided detailed and / or worked examples on the whiteboard to illustrate the theory to students?
Has the tutor asked the students explain back to him/her the theory to test their understanding?
If applicable (more suitable in Maths than English) has the tutor asked a student to come up to the whiteboard to
complete a question to test the students’ understanding?
If the tutor you are observing is teaching topic the students have previously studied and this is a continuation in the
series, the following checklist questions apply:
Has the tutor recapped / revised the previous week’s work? (i.e. more than just a cursory mention of the previous
week’s work)
Has the tutor called upon their students to recall verbally (as a class) their knowledge on the topic?
If applicable, has the tutor called upon their students to come to the whiteboard to complete questions as a way to
recap their understanding?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:

Criterion 6: Lesson pacing / class time management
Is the class paced effectively? (e.g. the students are not finishing their work well before break or class end?)
In the portion of the lesson you are observing, is the class working effectively in the time allocated? (for example:
students are not completing English work if it’s the allocated Maths portion of the lesson)
If applicable, if some or all students complete work earlier, has the tutor planned for this? (e.g. requesting extra
worksheets; placing extra questions in the student’s book or on the whiteboard; conducting whole class corrections, etc).
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 7: Effective class work corrections
To meet the overall criterion, the tutor must demonstrate the following two points:
Is there evidence of class work corrections in the students’ books? (Teaching Managers to conduct random check of min.
3 students’ books)
Does the tutor check over their students and / or their books to ensure that students are correcting their work instead
of just sitting at their desks and not following along?
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The tutor should demonstrate at least one of the following corrections methods to meet this criterion:
Does the tutor correct the students’ work by either walking around the classroom or having the students see him/her at
the front desk?
Does the tutor read out solutions in a pace and manner that allows all students to follow and correct their work
independently?
Does the tutor write out the solutions clearly on the whiteboard so students can correct their own work?
Does the tutor ask students to read out their answers until all solutions are corrected?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 8: Effective homework corrections (Teaching Managers will need to do homework books inspection)
Has the tutor filled in the classroom roll with homework tracking scores consistently?
Has the tutor corrected their students’ homework to a good level of detail? (e.g. correct answers are given instead of
just crosses; essays corrected with detailed notes beyond just ticks, etc).
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 9: Effective classroom management
Is there evidence of any classroom management strategies in the classroom? (e.g. strike system on the whiteboard,
seating plan, etc). OR
Is there evidence of the tutor acknowledging disruptive behaviour (if demonstrated by the students)?
Do students raise their hands when speaking or when they want to contribute to class discussion?
Overall, do you feel from what you have observed that the tutor has a solid “control” over the class where students are
not misbehaving or being disruptive?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 10: Tutor initiative
Has the tutor brought in additional material to help teach their class or to cater for the variety of learners in their class?
(e.g. extra worksheets, rule notes/cheat sheet, etc) OR
Has the tutor demonstrated interesting teaching techniques (e.g. pair or group work, employing props to teach theory,
oral debating in English class, etc).
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>

TUTOR’S TOTAL SCORE: <Select>
Follow up observations based on the tutor’s score:

1 – 3.5
Requires 4 follow up
observations in given
term

4 – 6.5

7 – 8.5

Requires 3 follow up
Requires 2 follow up
observations in given term observations in given term

Does this tutor require a follow up observation?

Yes

9 – 10
Requires 1 follow up
observation in given term

No

Date of scheduled follow up observation:
Teaching Manager name: <Select>
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Tutor observation form #2
Name of tutor: <Tutor's full name>
Date: 24-Sep-14
Yr level:
No. of students:

Centre: <Select>
Teaching Manager: <Select>
Is there a floater? YES NO

Term: <Select>
Observation #: <Select>
Length of obs:
min

After a tutor has been observed using the first observation form, each tutor must be observed using this form. It is
designed to assess more thoroughly the competencies possessed by the tutor in all forms of teaching and classroom
management. Teaching Managers are to look beyond the minimum requirements as the first observation assessed
for and look to reward marks on this form for examples of excellent practice and for examples of tutor initiative.

How to use this form
 This form can be used either electronically (locked Word doc) or can be handwritten.
 Use  or X to answer the key questions/checklist points are provided to break down each criterion.
 Provide a score out of 1 for each criterion (you are able to award 0.5 for a criterion if you feel it is needed)
Criterion 1: Effective preparation before teaching
Has the tutor come in early to write the lesson plan on the whiteboard complete with time allocations of the activities
the students are going to do?
And / or has this tutor brought in their own notes / extra worksheets / lesson plans?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 2: Effective explanation of work
If the tutor you are observing is teaching a new topic, the following checklist questions apply:
Has the tutor explained the theory to a level their students understand using appropriate language and terminology
suitable to the age group?
Does the tutor spend an adequate time going through explanations?
Does the tutor frequently call upon their students to test their understanding that goes beyond “Do you guys get it?”
If the tutor you are observing is teaching topic the students have previously studied and this is a continuation in the
series, the following checklist questions apply:
Has the tutor recapped / revised the previous week’s work to a level their students understand using appropriate
language and terminology suitable to the age group? (i.e. more than just a cursory mention of the previous week’s work)
Has the tutor called upon their students to recall verbally (as a class) their knowledge on the topic?
If applicable, has the tutor called upon their students to come to the whiteboard to complete questions as a way to
recap their understanding?
Does the tutor frequently call upon their students to test their understanding that goes beyond “Do you guys get it?”
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 3: Knowledge of students
Some of the following points may not be observable during the lesson, but TMs still need to consider all points as a tutor
will need to meet a majority of the following to be awarded full marks for this criterion. TMs may also need to speak with
Centre Supervisors in order to answer some of these questions:
Has the tutor demonstrated the initiative to follow up with a TM or supervisor about any students or concern or
alternatively, students who are advancing so much that they might benefit from additional work or moving up a level?
Has this tutor ever approached his/her TM about strategies or questions on how to deal with general teaching practice,
classroom management, students of concern, etc?
Has this tutor ever notified or approached his / her TM or supervisor about concerns over homework completion of
students?
Has this tutor ever brought in additional work or focused more on topics that he /she identifies his/her students need
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additional help with (that is not necessarily in the class workbooks)?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 4: Ensuring all students are given individual attention
Whilst it is acceptable for tutors to spend some time at their desk whilst their students see them to have work corrected and
/ or ask for help with their work, all tutors are expected to physically walk around the classroom whilst students are working
independently.
Was there some evidence in the lesson you observed of the tutor correcting/marking or sighting class work (e.g. by
signature, initials, stamp, sticker, etc.) when checking in on each student?
Has the tutor walked around the classroom to check that all students are working?
Was there evidence that students who had raised their hand asking for assistance were seen in a timely fashion OR was
there a system in place to ensure students to assist students so they weren’t just sitting at their desks with their hands
raised without any acknowledgment?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 5: Active engagement and involvement of students in the learning process
This criterion is designed to identify tutors who do more than just “lecture” at their students.
Has this tutor encouraged discussion (where appropriate) with their students?
Has this tutor asked a lot of directed questions to ALL his/her students so the students have demonstrated that they
were not only listening and following the lesson but also involved in their own learning?
In the portion of the lesson you observed, was there evidence that the students engaged in tutor directed discussion?
Overall, were the students engaged in their learning?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
Criterion 6: Lesson pacing / class time management
Was the class paced effectively? (i.e. Did the class generally following the tutor’s lesson plan on the board?)
In the portion of the lesson you observed, was the class working effectively in the time allocated? (for example:
students weren’t completing English work if it’s the allocated Maths portion of the lesson)
If applicable, if some or all students completed work earlier, had the tutor planned for this? (e.g. requesting extra
worksheets; placing extra questions in the student’s book or on the whiteboard; conducting whole class corrections, etc).
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 7: Effective class work corrections
The tutor must meet a majority of the following points in order to meet this criterion:
Is there evidence of class work corrections in the students’ books? (Teaching Managers to conduct random check of min.
3 students’ books)
Does the tutor check over their students and / or their books to ensure that students are correcting their work instead
of just sitting at their desks and not following along?
The tutor should demonstrate at least one of the following corrections methods to meet this criterion:
Does the tutor correct the students’ work by either walking around the classroom or having the students see him/her at
the front desk?
Does the tutor read out solutions in a pace and manner that allows all students to follow and correct their work
independently?
Does the tutor write out the solutions clearly on the whiteboard so students can correct their own work?
Does the tutor ask students to read out their answers until all solutions are corrected?
In relation to homework corrections:
Has the tutor corrected their students’ homework to a good level of detail? (e.g. correct answers are given instead of
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just crosses; essays corrected with detailed notes beyond just ticks, etc).
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 8: Effective homework corrections (TMs should randomly select min. 3 homework books)
When applicable, when incorrect maths answers were given by students, did the tutor provide the correct answer OR
make the student re-do the question until they arrived at the correct answer?
When applicable, when incorrect English answers were given by students, did the tutor provide the correct answer OR
make the student re-do the question correctly?
If applicable, does this tutor use the provided rubrics (in the homework books) to correct the students’ essays/writing?
If applicable, were essays corrected with detailed notes beyond just ticks, checking for spelling, etc.
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 9: Tutor initiative: aiding students’ learning with tips / cheat notes
Has this tutor provided tips or cheat notes (that may not necessarily be in the students’ class workbooks) to help them
understand the concepts clearer?
The tutor must demonstrate one of the following to meet this criterion (tick which are applicable):
A set of rules that the tutor writes on the board related to the topic the students are learning about and the
tutor has the students copy down for future reference
A glossary of key terms related to the topic students are learning about students copy down
Useful hints/shortcuts on how to complete questions etc
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>
Criterion 10: Effective use of NQT Education resources
Does this tutor fill in the Tracking Sheet at the front of their students’ books consistently where they provide scores for
English and Maths work?
Does this tutor fill in the roll’s weekly homework tracking sheet consistently and accurately?
What score (out of 1) are you awarding for this criterion? <Select>
Comments/areas of improvement:
<Type text here>

TUTOR’S TOTAL SCORE: <Select>
Follow up observations based on the tutor’s score:

1 – 3.5
Requires 4 follow up
observations in given
term

4 – 6.5

7 – 8.5

Requires 3 follow up
Requires 2 follow up
observations in given term observations in given term

Does this tutor require a follow up observation?

Yes

9 – 10
Requires 1 follow up
observation in given term

No

Date of scheduled follow up observation:
Teaching Manager name: <Select>
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LOGGING INTO THE SMTS & ACCESSING WORK
STUDENT MANAGEMENT TRACKING SYSTEM (SMTS)
What is the SMTS system?
It’s the NQT EDUCATION’s online system where we house information about all our students, process
invoices and record fees payments; as well as record all the details of our tutors to help with rostering and
allocating classes for specific NQT branches. All your information is confidential and only accessible to
administrators and branch managers.

To log into the SMTS system
Go to http://www.qditech.com.au/nqtmelb/ (Melbourne tutors) OR
http://www.qditech.com.au/nqt/ (Sydney and Inala tutors)

Step 1:
Your log in is as follows:
nqt.bart.simpson
(nqt.firstname.surname)
(Your primary details have already
been entered but you will need to
update any missing details)

Password: 123456 (default)
Branch: Select your branch

Step 2:
Go to Administration and click
on List Staff
Find your name and double
click.
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Step 3:
Make sure all the fields marked with
an * are filled in.
NQT requires accurate bank details
as well as your Tax File Number
(TFN) to administer payroll.
Select your Tax Free Threshold
option carefully.
(If you need to change your bank
details, update your profile first and
then email your Teaching Manager).
All new NQT EDUCATION staff will
also be given a superannuation
form to sign as well as the staff
contract.

Step 4:
You need to reset your password
immediately from the default
“123456”. To do this, go to
Administration > Change My
Password

Step 5:
On the front page, there will be a list
of all solution books for the relevant
terms.
You can download and print a copy
if you need to replace the hard copy
provided you for the class you will
be teaching.
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NQT EDUCATION GENERAL CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
The following are guidelines tutors are expected to follow when implementing classroom
management procedures in their classrooms.
1. Be a teacher; not a friend to your students
You may be surprised, but reality is students don’t want you to be their friend, but of course they do want you to
be friendly, fair and respectful. Students want you to be a good adult role model, the moment you try to be a
friend and you impose a sanction on a student, they will feel betrayed. In worse case scenarios, some kids will stop
learning just in spite and it will be an uphill battle to gain their respect.
You are someone they can trust and come to for help. Err on the side of being strict, especially at first, as it will
become much harder to intervene if you have been casual and lenient.

2. You need to establish classroom rules!
Never assume that students know what is to be expected of them, that is your job to set the rules in class.
Regardless of year level, all tutors are expected to have already established or begin establishing general rules in
the classroom. General rules are anything that must be applied consistently throughout all lessons. E.g. No
interruptions during whole class teaching, hands up to answer questions or seeking permission to move in the
classroom, etc.
Rules must have appropriate sanctions should they be broken; it is OK to discuss what penalties are involved, as
long as you are serious about it, else you should impose your own.

3. You need to follow through with consequences or inappropriate behaviour
Especially when students don’t know you yet, they will always attempt to push your boundaries. Tutors who let
inappropriate behaviour slide will encourage it to become more prevalent. If you have threatened to move the
infracting student or keep them behind after class and don’t deliver on that promise, what are you saying about
you as a teacher?
You don’t want to communicate that image to students. Make sure you intervene early with a consequence and
always follow through no matter how uncomfortable it may make you feel – no empty threats.

4. DO NOT be inconsistent in the way you apply your classroom management strategies
While it’s great that you can impose and follow through on threats, applying them inconsistently will not establish
your respect as their tutor. Rules apply to anyone, there is no bias to penalise students for misbehaving or
breaking the rules.
If the whole room is noisy and you threaten to move the next student who talks next to your table, you do it
regardless of who that may be, even if it happens to be the best behaved student at that time. You have to see it
from the students’ perspective, should you only follow through on some and not others, they will see you as
“picking” on them.
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NQT EDUCATION GENERAL CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES (continued)
5. DO NOT argue or compromise with your students over classroom management issues!
Arguing with students is sacrificing your control over the classroom. You may come out on top in the end, but you
are subtly giving them permission to bend the rules. Your professionalism as their teacher will depend on how
well you enforce and not how often you do it. Once the penalty is imposed, there’s no negotiation, should the
student ignore your request, you do not back off until they listen. Should you have any unresolved issues with
students, you are allowed to contact their parents and you may request for a Teaching manager to accompany
you.
Note that the points outlined above are by no means exhaustive, there’s a plethora of strategies and other
difficulties that you will encounter with managing student behaviour. The management team understands that
you can never have a perfect class at all times. We do expect that you think about the points mentioned above,
apply them to yourself and develop a professional ability to handle misbehaviour, which occur all the time.
If there is anything in regards to classroom management, you teaching managers are always happy to assist with
any difficulties. Should you be observed lacking the ability to handle a class or a situation which could’ve been
dealt better, we will try to assist you with strategies to gain the desired outcome of what you expect, and what
NQT expects. However, we can’t stress enough the importance of maintaining classroom control, as this is the
most frequent issue we encounter with staff.
A clear and consistent classroom management plan, combined with your preparations for teaching will enable you
to maintain classroom discipline with all but the most troubled students. For pupils who repeatedly fail to conform
to expectations, and are not accessing the curriculum as a result, personalised interventions may be necessary.
Please don’t hesitate to ask for help or just to have a chat to assist you becoming a better tutor!
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NQT EDUCATION GUIDELINES ON
RUNNING GAMES & ACTIVITIES

Below are guidelines on running appropriate activities and games in NQT EDUCATION classes. Activities should
be both productive and inclusive of all students. They should not be used as pure time killers!
While NQT EDUCATION allows flexibility to tutors in how they would like to run their lessons, there are some
issues that need to be addressed when deciding to run activity or games related to the curriculum. Many of you
have creatively implemented related activities in your lesson, and most times we do notice increased student
engagement. This is a great thing, but you must also consider the perceptions of an outsider (namely a parent,
or your boss) who may be observing you and how that affects your representation in NQT’s EDUCATION
corporate image.

Below are some guidelines to consider when deciding to run an activity of what NQT EDUCATION
management considers to be acceptable. There will also be some examples to give a clearer picture
of what we expect to see.

1. Noise level
Does you activity involve a lot of student interaction? If so, you must establish an acceptable noise level and how
it may affect classes nearby. You should never run an activity that involves students to talk over each other, but
instead insist if students want to contribute to put their hands up until acknowledged.

2. Movement
If your activity involves students to move outside their seats (i.e. to the whiteboard to write an answer), NQT
expects that a reasonable amount of control is employed to ensure that it does not encourage inappropriate
behaviour to manifest. Insisting only one or two at a time to come will help you maintain control. We do not
recommend all students moving, but if they’re just standing behind their seats as per rules then that’s acceptable.

3. Activity Theme
All activities must have some meaningful education purposes behind them to an outsider. This can be tricky to
conceptualise, because just about any activity has some form of learning and competency skills. As a rule of
thumb, if a parent may think you are playing a game with students, then it is not advised to do it. Activities like
“Hangman” do have some educational value to them, but is actually perceived as non-educational to clients.
Always be aware of what an adult might think and if you’re not sure, please ask!

4. Use of props &additional materials
If your activity involves the use of props then that’s OK, provided that it is being used in an acceptable manner.
Common things we see are puzzle books and newspapers, which can be used to great effectiveness as long as
students understand and adhere to your task. Running an activity using playing cards or the use of electronic
equipment is not advised, as this can easily be misinterpreted by an outsider, which we want to avoid regardless
of your good intentions.

5. Time allotment and duration
Most tutors run an activity near the end of the lesson, usually as filler due to the class finishing their worksheets
early. In cases like these you must be extremely mindful as to what you decide to run. The first and last 15 minutes
of class are the most important times, as this is when parents are usually around observing. Always remember that
as tutors, you represent the company, any bad impressions made will have a ripple affect far beyond the individual
class. All managers will take note of this and will endeavour to offer suggestions should an activity be deemed
inappropriate in its current form.
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RECOMMENDED ENGLISH GAMES

Word jumbles
Create a jumbled word between 6 – 12 letters and give students 2-5 minutes to write down as many words as
possible. The student/s who can include all letters or makes the most words win. There are heaps of variations you
can create, as long as you can positively engage students without encouraging the whole class to become noisy.
Another good variation can have selected students to select nine letters, including at least three vowels and four
consonants. 2 or more contestants then try to make the longest word using the selected letters in 30 seconds
(quietly of course!). The player who uses the most letters gains a point for each letter used.

Boggle
A variation of the “Word Jumbles”. The Boggler Classic game uses a 4 x 4 matrix with one letter appearing in each
box. Set the students a time limit, generally 3 minutes. Valid words must be at least three letters long. Ask the
students who have the highest number of words to read out the words they have generated. Ask the student to
spell aloud any longer words. The student with the highest number of accurately spelt words is the winner!

Newspaper summary activity
Using cut outs of short articles from a newspaper, give students about 5 minutes to read the article. (This activity
would also work in pairs). Each student / pair then has to describe what the article is about and any interesting
points and report back to the class. This is great for developing oral skills; just ensure you select appropriate
material for your class. It is recommended tutors select appropriate articles for younger year levels and for extra
listening comprehension development, pose questions about the article to the class to test if all students have
been paying attention.

Newspaper guessing game
You can also create a word cloud, where you can write on the board key words or phrases about an article where
students can make an educated guess as to what the article may be about. As more words are written, the
students need to be more specific.

Word chain game
Ask a student to give the tutor any letter of the alphabet and write it on the board. The tutor then decides on a
category for which to run the word chain game. For example, the letter is “S” and the category is animal. Students
are to go around the classroom and say aloud an animal beginning with “S”. The last student standing wins.
The tutor may then devise another category: e.g. country, girl’s name, city, food, etc. Variation of word chain
game: have students take the last letter from a preceding word and make up another word beginning with this
letter within the given category. For example: animal: elephant – tiger – rabbit
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RECOMMENDED MATHS GAMES

Arithmetic
Select 3 to 6 single digit numbers and have students create a mathematical equation using these numbers that
tries to get as close to a determined number that you’ve chosen. You can decide on what symbols to use
depending on the year level. The student who creates an equation closest to the chosen answer wins.

Around the world
Have all students seated and quiet before commencement. Select one student to start. Have him/her stand behind
another student’s chair. Call out a times table or general arithmetic question. The first student to raise their hand
and give the correct answer can then walk to the next seat. If the person who is standing does not win the round,
then they are to be seated. The object is to end where the student started, hence, going “Around the World”.
Students who call out forfeit their turn even if they have given the correct answer. This game needs to be
supervised carefully as students can get quite excitable.

Algebra
Make up any expression with a single variable, do not tell students what your equation is. Students take turns to
suggest a number for the variable. Based on your equation, you give them what the answer would be. From the
information obtained, students can give you possible expressions that will give the answer you’ve written. As more
numbers are obtained, the class will be able to narrow down possible solutions and eventually arrive at the one
you have kept hidden.

Sudoku or magic squares
These maths puzzles are acceptable and are great for stimulating problem solving skills. Keep in mind though that
some students may find these very challenging and thus may be more effectively used on individual students as a
private activity.

General math puzzles
While too many to list, there’s a plethora of interesting and challenging math puzzles to keep students occupied.
You can find a lot of different math puzzles to either hand out individually or if you feel the class is up for it, run it
as an activity. Just do a Google search for an unlimited supply of resources. Other good puzzles can include
“mathemagics” or mathematical paradoxes. Not exactly activities, but are a great way of showing the more
interesting side of maths and special properties of some numbers. These are just some examples of educationalrelated activities that you can run in your classroom.
As always, be mindful of what you are doing especially in the last 15 minutes of class and everyone can enjoy
themselves, without compromising business image or other classes! If you have any other activities that you would
like to share with us, please feel free to mention them and we can offer any suggestions or even use it as an
example for other tutors.
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